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Climbing and K-12 Schools - The Perfect match 
 
Kids love to climb, and climbing is great for kids. Running a school climbing program involves 
safety, staffing, student "throughput", and engaging curriculum. The equipment must be 
tough with minimal maintenance and easy for teachers to handle. Since 1989 Brewer’s Ledge 
has offered excellent solutions to these challenges. 
 
1. LedgeWall™ Panel System    
LedgeWall Panels are tough, all-wood 4’ x 8’ panels used to build any kind of school climbing 
wall, inside or out. Their texture is carved into the wood and never wears out. Constructed of 
premium ¾” plywood, they mount easily on standard framing or concrete. Design your own or 
use our stock plans, packaged with holds and mats.  
 

2. BoulderBoardÒ 
The Boulderboard is a small upper body training piece, with a small footprint and quick to 
assemble. Now in two sizes, it offers climbing, pull-ups, places to use suspension straps all in 
one piece. They are perfect for gyms, workout areas and as a training station. As a bonus, it 
is easy to take to fairs and field days as a wonderful promotional and portable show piece. 
 
3.  LaddermillÒ Ascender 
The Laddermill is our new rotating ladder that offers an intuitive, challenging workout that will 
rev up any fitness class. Simple to use, students can be challenged on all levels by adjusting 
pace and angle (it goes to overhanging). They are motor-less, rotate at the student’s pace, 
and are completely safe. Minimal teaching is required to get students in a full-body, vertical 
workout. A perfect tool for PE programs as a station, a warm-up, or setting long term goals. 
 
4. Treadwall® and Portable Treadwall Trailer Packages  
The Treadwall are rotating training/climbing walls for all ages. Available for interior or exterior 
use, They are excellent open-use climbing structures requiring minimal supervision. They are 
motor-less, rotate at the student’s pace, and are completely safe. They are excellent for 
general physical education classes or sports-specific training. Custom trailers make 
Treadwalls portable for district wide use. Units can be easily disassembled for storage, inside 
winter use, or shared among multiple facilities. There are non-marking locking casters for 
gym use. Locking curtains are available to prevent unauthorized use. 
 
The new TreadwallFT series offers a range of sizes that will fit everything from a full gym to a 
small class room. The small V4 units take elementary physical education to another level. 

 
We carry full liability insurance and can offer references on request.  

Parents or school staff can install all our walls.  


